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1. Assessment of the Email Tools Data Sharing Framework 
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data,	interoperability	with	other	systems	and	any	license	requirements.		
	
































































































































































































































































































































































3.5. Electronic Archiving System (EAS)  
Harvard	developed	the	EAS	tool	to	enable	archival	processing	of	email	messages	and	attachments	and	
automate	the	process	of	making	deposits	to	Harvard's	preservation	repository.		Key	features	include:	
●    Normalization	to	EML	--	an	open	standard	for	preservation	(an	extension	of	IMF	RFC	5322)	--	for	
long	term	preservation.	
●    Summary	views	of	the	metadata	associated	with	email	or	attachments	within	a	result	set.	
●    Batch	and	item	level	processing	options	for	archivists.	
●    Long	term	preservation	of	email	and	attachments	in	a	secure	environment	approved	for	
sensitive	data	is	supported	by	automated	packaging	and	transfer	to	the	preservation	repository	
–	Digital	Repository	Service	(DRS).	
●    Capture	of	essential	rights	management	information	using	PREMIS.	
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● The	Library	of	Congress	BagIt	standard	is	a	file	packaging	format	used	by	at	at	least	two	of	the	
tools	(Archivematica	and	BitCurator).	










4.4. Capabilities for recording provenance and/or processing history 
● If	maintaining	a	full	processing	history	is	necessary,	then	it	may	not	be	feasible	to	use	systems	
that	don’t	support	this	(ePADD,	DArcMail).		
4.5. Capabilities for maintaining identity and integrity of data 
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Further	 consideration	 should	 be	 given	 to	 the	 consolidation	 of	 processing	 history	 files	 from	 different	
systems,	 or	 the	 ability	 to	manually	 add	processing	 history	 (to	 fill	 any	 gaps	where	 a	 tool	 does	 not	 yet	
record	it	automatically).		
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